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WHAT IS HANK?WHO’S BEHIND HANK?

O is for Ostrich

Take, if you will, the humble cell phone.

Oh wait. The cell phone may be ubiquitous, but it’s 
far from humble. Today’s smarty-pants phones have 
more power than the computers on the Voyager 1, 
which was launched in 1977 and 36 years later  
departed our solar system. Its three computers  
could process about 8,000 instructions per second.  
A smartphone swallows more than 14 billion.

The articles in this issue of Hank—articles about  
how technology is transforming care delivery and 
about how individuals and Kaiser Permanente are 
meeting the challenges that presents—would have 
overwhelmed the Voyager computers’ memory. 

For communicating across distances, the string  
with two tin cans is humble. Even the rotary phone,  
patented in 1892, seems modest in comparison with 
today’s devices, which are used more for all manner 
of modern information sharing than for something as 
quaint as talking to another human being. 

A rapid tech-based transformation, akin to the  
makeover of the old-fashioned phone, is already 
sweeping through care delivery. It’s hard to fathom 
the many ways technology will allow us to decentralize 
the delivery of health care while improving our  
connection with our patients and members.  
The changes will require new skills. 

And starting today, the mindset we bring to the  
workplace is just as important as our skills. Without 
a willingness to explore new ways of doing our  
work, we are (to mix a metaphor) like an ostrich  
dialing the operator for help on a rotary phone, 
patiently waiting the long seconds for the 0 to return 
to its starting place while the future creeps up from 
behind. We’ll never know what got us.

Be bold. Be willing to go where no one has  
gone before. 

4 Decoding the future
 Jobs are changing—fast. Find out how the LMP is helping Kaiser Permanente 

prepare, even when it’s not clear exactly what the changes will be. 
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the best place to work—and in the process are 
making health care history. That’s what Henry 
Kaiser had in mind from the start.

For information about the management and union 
co-leads advancing partnership in your region, 
please visit LMPartnership.org.
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Start with small performance improve-
ment projects in areas that clearly are 
Kaiser Permanente priorities and that 
already have lots of data collected.

the Northwest’s Safety Committee 
Challenge, facilities had to complete  
a rigorous set of tasks, including  
regularly scheduled safety meetings, 
joint planning with NW Permanente 
and Permanente Dental Associates, 
safety conversation training, awareness 
plans and a safety promotion event 
during the year. Of the 16 facilities 
that rose to the challenge, nine met all 
of the qualifications. The region ended 
the year with a 4 percent reduction 
in accepted claims compared with 
2013. Leonard Hayes, regional EVS 
manager, won the individual award 
for his work, which contributed to the 
East service area’s EVS team going 
injury-free for the last four years.

But several successful tests of change 
boosted at-risk patient enrollment  
in March to 100 percent, where it 
has remained since. The team noted 
on individual patient charts if the 
member suffered chronic kidney 
disease, developed scripting for  
in-person coaching, mailed class 
invitations to patients’ homes and 
handed out class agendas with  
after-visit summaries.

The new Lone Tree Specialty Care 
Medical Office, a 25-acre campus, 
boasts outdoor patios, picturesque 
mountain views and a walkway around 
the perimeter of the building. The 
facility, which opened in December 
2013, was awarded a LEED  
(Leadership in Energy and Environ-
mental Design) Silver certification 
by the United States Green Building 
Council. Lone Tree, which is near a 
light rail line, used recycled materials, 
water-wise fixtures and shading 
devices for balancing solar heat to 
win the LEED designation. The facility 
has nearly 350 employees and 45 
physicians to take care of the 3,000 
ambulatory surgeries and 3,000  
minor procedures expected per year.

The Modesto Pediatrics UBT improved 
wait times for immunizations—and 
not only increased service scores 
but also reduced overtime costs, an 
example of how a change can affect 
an entire system. The team reduced 
patient waits for immunizations from 
45 minutes to 15 minutes between 
June and August 2013 and maintained 
the improvement through the rest of 
the year. A workflow change was key 
to the dramatic reduction. When  
a patient is ready for an injection,  
physicians copy the orders to a  
nursing in-box instead of searching 
for a licensed vocational nurse to  
give the shot. The half-hour reduction  
in wait times—which is credited  
with improving service scores from  
86 percent to 95 percent—also  
reduced the need for LVN overtime by 
an hour a day, resulting in savings of 
more than $16,600 over six months.

The regional LMP council has  
set a 2014 Performance Sharing  
Program (PSP) goal to power up  
unit-based teams’ achievements  
on affordability. When at least  
50 percent of a medical center’s 
UBTs complete a project that  
saves money or improves revenue 
capture—and if the region meets its 
financial goals—eligible employees 
and managers there will get a boost 
in their bonus. “Imagine how powerful 
it will be to have a majority of unit-
based teams achieving measurable 
cost-savings and revenue-capture 
improvements,” says Josh Rutkoff,  
a national coordinator for the Coalition 
of Kaiser Permanente Unions. “The  
idea is to take all the strong work  
on affordability at the front line to  
a whole new level.” 

The regional Employee Health 
and Safety department won KP’s 
“Engaging the Frontline” National 
Workplace Safety Award. Through 

Nurses on the 1-West Medical-Surgical 
unit-based team at Moanalua Medical 
Center vastly improved how well 
they educate patients about medica-
tions, moving from about 40 percent 
of surveyed patients saying they 
understood side effects and other 
aspects of their prescriptions to 96 
percent reporting this awareness. 
Between April and December 2013, 
the RNs, who are members of the 
Hawaii Nurses’ Association (HNA), 
made notations on patient room 
whiteboards, rounded hourly and did 
daily teach-backs on every shift. The 
team members designed a three-day 
survey for a sampling of patients to 
report what they understood about 
side effects of their medicine. The 
survey provided speedier feedback 
than waiting more than three months 
for HCAHPS (Hospital Consumer 
Assessment of Healthcare Providers 
and Systems) scores.

COLORADO

What happens when two nurses  
from two different high-performing 
UBTs transfer to the same brand-new 
Level 1 team? That team zooms to 
a Level 4 in only 10 months. Jane 
Baxter and Ingrid Baillie, both RNs, 
had been UBT co-leads at Crescent 
and Cumberland medical centers, 
respectively, and then joined the  
ob-gyn staff at Alpharetta. Drawing on 
their experience—at different times, 
they each have been UFCW Local 
1996 members and members of 
management—they helped their new 
UBT move up through the Path to 
Performance. “We knew the steps in 
the process and what to expect,” says 
Baxter. Their advice to fledging teams: 

GEORGIA

MID-ATLANTIC STATES

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

NORTHWEST

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

AROUND THE REGIONS

A Nephrology team at Tysons Corner 
Medical Center in Virginia helped 
patients prevent or manage chronic 
kidney disease by getting them into 
the classroom. Just 70 percent of the 
unit’s patients at risk of renal failure 
were enrolling in KP disease manage-
ment classes in February 2013. 

HAWAII

Jane Baxter (left) and Ingrid Baillie, Alpharetta 
UBT co-leads 

1-West Med-Surg UBT members improve patients’ 
understanding of medications.

Meeting the safety challenge by engaging employees.  

The Panorama City Pharmacy UBT encourages  
patients to use mail-order service, one way to keep 
KP affordable.
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COVER STORY

What’s next: RN Gerard Corros and his UNAC/UHCP colleagues check out the 
Imagining Care Anywhere exhibit, which generates rich conversations about 
frontline workers’ hopes—and fears—about the future of health care and  
their roles in it. 
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[ continues on page 6

S ee your doctor without leaving home?  
The house call of the future may be via  
your smartphone.

A visiting home health care nurse may one day  
live-stream exam information via a wearable device 
like Google Glass, speeding up the treatment process.

Or maybe you’ll be dropping in for a check-up at the 
clinic in your local shopping mall.

No one can say for sure which ideas will take hold, 
how long before those ideas morph again and  
how jobs will be affected. The good news is, we’ve 
successfully managed widescale change before.

“Changes in health care mean there will be job  
losses and job growth,” says Jessica Butz, the  
Coalition of Kaiser Permanente Unions’ national 
program coordinator for Workforce Planning and 
Development. “But in the long run, the new skills 
needed are good for workers and for our patients and 
members. We have options and support to make the 
transition work for us, and we’ll have better, more 
secure jobs.”

Joyce Lee, a Steelworkers Local 7600 member  
and a former imaging transcriptionist at Fontana  
Medical Center in Southern California, can speak to 
the truth of that. Four years ago, a new voice-to-text 
technology made her job obsolete. She now works  
as a phlebotomist, a job she always wanted.

“One of the things I’ve always loved about Kaiser  
is that you can have many careers here, you can be  
as good as you can be,” Lee says. “I got great support 
from my union, my manager and my career counselor.”

In the mid-2000s, thousands of workers across  
the organization saw their work vanishing as  
KP HealthConnect® was introduced. Time and again, 
Labor Management Partnership resources and  
safeguards not only kept individuals employed, but 
led to new skills and jobs within Kaiser Permanente 
that paid as well or better.

As KP implements new care delivery models,  
having a workforce planning and development  
program that draws on the input and experience  
of the workforce will help ensure smoother  
transitions and keep costs down.

“We want individual workers, teams and the whole 
organization not merely to survive change, but to 
thrive on change. We used partnership to do just that 
with HealthConnect,” says Hal Ruddick, executive 
director of the union coalition. “We don’t need to  
reinvent the wheel—we just need to get rolling on 
joint planning and implementation.”

Article by:

PAUL COHEN

——

DECODING 
FUTURE

THE

JOBS ARE CHANGING, FAST.  
HOW DO YOU PREPARE WHEN 
YOU DON’T KNOW WHAT THE 
CHANGE WILL BE?
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Early engagement required
What all the new care models will look like is still 
taking shape. Despite the uncertainties, leaders 
recognize the need to start thinking now about how 
changing technology will affect the workforce. It’s 
becoming clear people will need to be trained for 
team-based care, to work seamlessly across different 
care settings and be technologically skilled or able to 
learn those skills.

 “We have an opportunity—both labor and manage-
ment—to lead on the new care models and to get 
ahead of those changes and get it right,” says Zeth 
Ajemian, the director of Workforce Planning and 
Development for Southern California and Hawaii.  
“It requires early engagement and flexibility.”

Remembering what we’ve already learned will help. 
The implementation of both KP HealthConnect 
and the coding process known as ICD-10 provides 
valuable case studies.

In 2009, the U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services announced a big change for health care  
providers: The International Classification of Diseases, 
9th Edition, known as ICD-9, would be replaced by 
ICD-10, which contains about 144,000 diagnosis and 
procedure codes. The changeover, now scheduled for 

Oct. 1, has meant 166 applications—including billing 
and claims systems in each region—needed to be 
upgraded, replaced or retired.

In addition, some 1,400 coders and many others 
needed retraining. Union coalition members are  
covered by the Employment and Income Security 
Agreement, which provides for retraining, redeployment 
and at least one year’s protection from layoffs due to 
process improvements or restructuring.

“Our ability to work collaboratively in partnership—
and recognize workforce issues as part of our strategy—
is huge,” says Laura Long, the director of National 
Workforce Planning and Development. “We need to 
look at the impacts on the workforce and the skills sets 
needed for the future. We can’t just flip a switch.”

Identifying potential problems
So KP and the coalition took a page from the KP 
HealthConnect playbook, when Kaiser Permanente 
leadership reached out to the unions.

“We had conversations about why the change was 
important and what it would look like,” says Marie 
Hamilton, RN, who was the national labor coordinator 
for KP HealthConnect implementation and is now 
the labor partner for OFNHP at Westside Medical 
Center in the Northwest. “Part of the implementation 
was making sure people got the skills they needed.”

The process was not pain-free, but by engaging  
the workforce, she says, “Kaiser got buy-in from  
the people using the system and identified potential 
problems early on. It was the most impressive  
thing I’ve seen in 40 years at Kaiser—a model  
that demonstrates how working in partnership  
effectively manage sustainable change.”

When that engagement is missing, the repercussions can 
be far-reaching. Last year, for example, a decision to 
reduce or redeploy nurses in Southern California led to 
a pull-back in union support for unit-based teams in the 
region. The dispute was resolved, but it illustrated the 
risk of going it alone.

“In times of change, it can be tempting for both  
sides to fall back on old habits and traditional  
approaches—and we know where that gets you,” says 
Dennis Dabney, the senior vice president of National 
Labor Relations and Office of Labor Management 
Partnership. “The test of any partnership is working 
your way through tough issues and getting better 
results. That’s what we are committed to do.”

The joint approach to ICD-10 has included national 
“communities of practice”—with representation 
from frontline workers—to design training and make 
policy and budgeting decisions. Regular updates keep 
affected employees informed and let them air concerns.

‘ Changes in health care mean there will be 
job losses and job growth. But in the long 
run, the new skills needed are good for 
workers and our patients and members.’

— JESSICA BUTZ, Coalition of Kaiser Permanente Unions national program coordinator,  

 Workforce Planning and Development 

continued from page 5 ]

DECODING 
FUTURE

THE

What will the future bring? The Imagining Care Anywhere exhibit got UNAC/
UHCP members (this page and opposite page) discussing how the nursing 
profession will be changing. 

144,000
DIAGNOSIS AND PROCEDURE CODES,  

UP FROM 18,000

1,400
CODERS NEEDING RETRAINING

166
SYSTEMS AND APPLICATIONS TO UPGRADE,  

REPLACE OR RETIRE

ICD-10 BY THE NUMBERS
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One very specific payoff to the approach: The  
labor-management team in Colorado found serious 
flaws in a claims and billing system being developed 
by outside vendors. KP switched vendors and avoided  
a potentially disastrous disruption.

Workforce planning is key
The changes now unfolding in health care require 
innovation—not just in workforce development, but 
also in workforce planning.

“We are starting to know what kinds of skills  
will be needed,” says Daniel Goldberg, senior  
director of Workforce Planning and Information 
Management. “And we know that continuing  
education, credentialing and critical thinking  
will be more and more important for all health  
care workers.”

Information gaps remain, he says. For instance, 
there’s not much known on a system-wide basis 
about the educational status and competencies of 
current workers.

One step in the right direction was the creation of 
the Jobs of the Future Committee, a recently formed 
group of operational leaders, training leaders, HR 
directors, technical experts and union representatives 
in Southern California. The committee will identify 
promising care innovations, develop plans to support 
and staff them, and help workers adapt to them  
before the wave of change hits.

“Compared to other industries, technology and 
innovation were late coming to health care, but 
they’re here now,” says Ajemian, who chairs the 
committee. “There are a lot of groups at KP working 
on exciting innovation projects focusing on the 
transformation of care delivery. But if we don’t 
plan early for staffing and recruitment, we won’t 
have an adequately prepared workforce.” 

TIPS AND TOOLS

In practical terms
A look at how one job—that of medical assistant—may be changing 
across the industry

Medical assistants (MAs) are among the many types of caregivers who may be directly  
affected by the changes coming to health care, as these lists—developed by the Center  
for Health Professions at the University of California, San Francisco—demonstrate.

Kaiser Permanente’s 10,000 medical assistants are key members of their care teams. 
They’re often the first staff member to touch or treat a patient. Research like that at UCSF 
gives workforce planners tools to help identify the new job skills and training that may be 
needed as health care evolves.

The table below, summarizing the possible changes to the MA’s job, provides examples of 
how Kaiser Permanente and its workforce can prepare for the future.

CURRENT ESSENTIAL JOB SKILLS (partial list)

Interviews patient, measures vital signs, maintains medical record

Performs routine screening, diagnostic or lab tests, blood withdrawal 

Manages administrative/clinical/office operations

Facilitates the patient’s ability to utilize resources

Cleans, processes, sterilizes and checks instruments

Maintains standard precautions

Provides routine verbal and written instructions to patients as specifically directed  
(e.g., crutches, cast care, wound care)

Prepares exam room and patient for exam and clinical procedures

Keeps patients and staff informed of clinician’s status or time delays

Source: KP job description

FUTURE JOB SKILLS/INNOVATIONS (partial list)

Collects vital signs using tele-health devices 

Assists in geriatric home visits

Teaches patients and caregivers about self-care and well-being maintenance

Captures comprehensive patient information (health, lifestyle and social) during patient onboarding

Uses and maintains office equipment and telehealth devices

Assists in managing chronic care patient panel

Takes a “health coach” role in making previsit contact, supporting patient during clinical 
encounter, providing reinforcement post-encounter, checking in in-between visits 

Source: UCSF Center for Health Professions
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Interview by:

ANDREA BUFFA

——

Virtually amazing: Dan Weberg (below and 
opposite page) elicits gasps, smiles, furrowed 
brows and crossed arms from UNAC/UHCP 
members as he demonstrates how electronics 
may change care delivery. 

As director of nursing innovation, 
what kind of work do you do?

I have a really great job.  
I’m supposed to help envision  
the future about three to five 
years from now and figure out 
what technologies, what trends, 
what changes in nursing practices 
and what changes in health care 
might occur. And then help guide 
pilot projects and strategy  
and brainstorming sessions to 
move the organization toward 
that future.

What is the Imagining Care  
Anywhere exhibit about?

Imagining Care Anywhere is  
the start of a conversation with 
everyone at Kaiser Permanente to 
create a vision of what it might 
look like in the future as we 
engage members no matter where 
they are. How can we seamlessly 
integrate their home life, their 
school life, their work life and 

their health interactions with 
Kaiser all together? How can we 
help people have a more healthy 
lifestyle or healthy work-life  
balance? It’s a tour that’s supposed 
to provoke people to think about 
and imagine what that care will 
look like.

How are emerging technologies 
changing the future of health care? 

One example is the smartphone. 
Many of us use it for everything 
from tracking our fitness goals 
to shopping lists to emails to 
Facebook. But the data and the 
information behind that can be 
integrated in with goals for your 
health life. We’re working on a 
project now called Profile and 
Preferences. You might be able to 
set personal health goals and then 
use the data you collect already—
whether it’s through a fitness app 
or diet tracking—and upload that 
into your kp.org profile so you 

DAN WEBERG: Imagining care anywhere

JOB TITLE:  
Director of nursing  
innovation

FACILITY:  
Garfield Innovation Center

The Imagining Care Anywhere exhibit, created by Kaiser  
Permanente’s Innovation and Advanced Technology team  
and the Garfield Innovation Center, illustrates how current and 
emerging technology makes it possible to bring health care  
directly to a patient’s home—or wherever a member may be— 
and can transform the way care is delivered at the doctor’s office 
and in the hospital. Dan Weberg is director of nursing innovation 
at the Garfield center and has been traveling to Kaiser Permanente 
facilities, conferences and union meetings to talk with people at all 
levels of the organization about the exhibit.

Q + A
can see how you’re moving along 
with your goals. And then when 
you meet with your care team,  
we have a better picture of who 
you are as a person, and we can 
help you facilitate your goals. 
Remote diagnostics and remote 
monitoring are a big deal now, too.

What do you think virtual visits  
will look like?

There are several organizations 
now that do tele-visits, including 
Kaiser. I think the future is going 
to hold more of these as our TVs 
and our cable providers get faster 
and faster internet and smarter 
devices. It may not be a full visit, 
but it may be a way to engage 
with a care provider—whether it’s 
a nurse, a physician, some sort  
of navigator or a health coach. 
Keeping people from having to 
drive into one of our facilities for 
simple things is going to be key.

PEER ADVICE 
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‘ I think as an  
institution we need 
to keep thinking 
about how do we 
evolve our roles, 
what are the things 
we need to do  
differently.’

How are things going to be  
different when people are in  
the hospital?

In the exhibit, there’s a “journey 
home” board, which allows  
members to know exactly what 
has to happen before they get 
discharged. They don’t have to 
continue asking the nurse or the 
doctor or the care team by clicking 
the call light—they can see it right 
there and they’re able to access it.

The board is also about answering 
 their questions conveniently and 
in a way they can understand.  
The exhibit has the idea of using 
an avatar. After a nurse or teacher 
comes in to do some kind of  
education, the member still has 
some questions. Instead of having 
to ask the same questions over  
and over and feeling a little  
uncomfortable, they’re able to use 
a virtual person to answer them.

How can KP support its employees 
and help them advance their  
careers as these changes begin  
to take place?

I think as an institution we need 
to keep thinking about how we 
evolve our roles, what are the 
things we need to do differently. 
The technology is coming whether 
we want it or not, so it’s about 
continuing to imagine how specific 
roles might change and coming  
up with strategies to train our 
workforce to be able to evolve 
with the technology.

What role are the unions that 
represent KP’s employees playing 
in this work?

We’re really excited about the 
engagement with the labor unions. 
I think it’s great that they’re  
using Imagining Care Anywhere 
as a springboard to talk to their 

constituents about how the  
future of health care is going 
to evolve and also work to  
create that future with us.

The front line should be  
driving this because they know 
what’s broken. And they can 
help us address that early, 
before we get too far down the 
road with a solution that may 
not meet the real need. 

The human touch
A traveling version of the  
Imagining Care Anywhere exhibit 
was incorporated into a January 
UNAC/UHCP steward meeting in 
Southern California, and nurses 
across Southern California weighed 
in with their thoughts about the 
emerging technologies. 

GRACIE JOHNSTONE, RN  
Kern County 

Our dermatologist left  
and we didn’t have one for a while. 
We did “tele-derm” with a doctor 
in Orange County. We trained the 
medical office assistants on how to set 
up the technology. We could do the 
biopsies, if needed, at Kern. It evolved 
really nicely. It saves a visit for the  
patient. I don’t think all this technology 
will take jobs from nurses because we 
still need the human touch. 

PAM BRODERSEN, NP 
Downey Medical Center

It’s great, but we have 
to slow down a bit. We don’t want to 
become an app. We still need that 
human connection. 

YOSHINI PERERA, RN 
Downey Medical Center

I love change, but I’m  
a little concerned we might get out of 
touch with the patient. As long as we 
can listen to and touch and feel the 
patient, that’s OK. 

NELLY GARCIA, RN 
Panorama City Medical Center

I am concerned about  
the ability of computer systems to 
communicate with each other.  
We need to get the systems to connect  
in order to provide the best service.

GERARD CORROS, RN 
Irvine Medical Center

It’s like having a Ferrari 
all of a sudden. You can drive really 
fast, but you need speed limits.  
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SHERYL MILLER: Fear, technology and reality

JOB TITLE:  
Technology coordinator

REGION:  
Northwest

Sheryl Miller, a licensed practical nurse and a member of  
SEIU Local 49, is the technology coordinator for the Coalition 
of Kaiser Permanente Unions for the Northwest region. She’s 
worked for Kaiser Permanente for 30 years and has been  
involved in most of the major electronic changes of our time—
including implementation of KP HealthConnect®—and has 
helped the organization with the challenge of integrating  
electronics into our everyday work.

Q + A

PEER ADVICE 

Interview by:

JENNIFER GLADWELL

——

What did you learn working on  
KP HealthConnect?

I look at the people component  
of technology. If people are  
paralyzed with fear, they’ll  
never use the technology. With 
KP HealthConnect, we learned 
that peer-to-peer training, sponsor 
support and funding for labor  
flex teams—which have the people 
who do the job become subject 
matter experts—was a model  
for success.

In the 1980s, you did not learn 
typing as part of your schooling 
as a nurse. When we implemented 
KP HealthConnect, we had  
significant generational gaps. 
Some employees didn’t type. 
Through the labor flex teams,  
we ensured peers were training 
each other around work  
they understood.

Technology impacts workforce 
planning. We have to think ahead 
so we don’t become extinct.  

Roles will change, but through  
the partnership and workforce 
planning, we can plan for  
the changes and redeploy  
impacted staff.

How is technology affecting  
roles today?

Self-check-in kiosks are rolling  
out in the Northwest clinics. This is 
what some of our patient population 
has been asking for. Registration 
representatives are a group of 
dedicated employees that have been 
doing customer service behind a 
desk. Now, they are being asked to 
be a concierge, a greeter, as well as 
answer complex benefit questions.

The Visual Dermatology Assist 
project is being piloted at two  
clinics in the Northwest. Medical 
assistants are being trained,  
following the provider’s order, to 
take a picture of a skin irregularity 
on an iPhone and send it to  
Dermatology. Sixty-eight percent  
of the photos were reviewed,  
diagnosed and had treatment  
plans within 24 hours. A typical 
appointment could take six to 

eight weeks to schedule. This is 
improving access.

Have you been able to spread 
effective practices from the KP 
HealthConnect implementation?

ICD-10, the new coding system, 
goes live in October. We’ve been able 
to engage UBTs and labor so they 
are part of making the decisions 
and determining processes. We’re 
using peer-to-peer training and 
trying to break down barriers 
early on so our staff and members 
have the best possible outcome.

All this technology is great, but 
what about privacy and security?

It keeps me up at night. I have 
spoken to steward councils about 
privacy. We are seeing an increase 
in social media violations that 
could result in people losing their 
jobs or being fined. We have to be 
very careful about what we’re  
posting in social media. It’s so  
easy to vent about a bad day, but 
you have to be vigilant to ensure 
you are not revealing patient 
information. I am here for the 

patient and to educate employees 
on privacy and security.

You’re a chief steward, yet you seem 
adamantly in favor of management 
policy. How do you explain that?

I work off of fact. It’s a policy that 
we do not go into our own medical 
record or those of others unless 
we have a business need to do so. 
I am a union member, but I will 
never lose sight that I am here for 
the company, patient and union, 
and we all have to work together 
to be successful.

After so many projects—what’s the 
secret to success?

I work with great people,  
locally and nationally. I’m not  
a technology expert, but if you 
remember the people behind the 
technology, it works really well.  
If I can help someone in care  
delivery enhance their ability to 
take care of our patients, then  
I’ve done my job. Technology  
and people are not going away—
so we have to be willing to  
advance with it. 
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MARCELLA AUSTIN: One lesson at a time

Marcella Austin spent her first six years at Kaiser Permanente  
as a medical assistant. Three years ago, she became a licensed  
vocational nurse through a partnership between KP, the Ben  
Hudnall Memorial Trust, Chaffey College and the San Bernardino 
County Workforce Investment Board that funded a Pathway to  
LVN project. That gave her the support she needed to advance  
her career—tuition, books, tutoring and grants to cover lost wages. 
She was one of the first of nearly 50 KP employees to graduate.

Q + A

JOB TITLE:  
LVN, Surgical Services, and labor  
co-lead

UNION: 
United Steelworkers Local 7600

FACILITY: 
Ontario Medical Center 
(Southern California)

Interview by:

ANJETTA MCQUEEN

——

What started you on your journey?

My father, who is a diabetic, had a 
heart attack when I was in college. 
My mom and I were the first ones 
at the ER with him. It was scary, 
but I remember those nurses and 
how they took care of him and us. 
One of the nurses took an orange 
from her lunch and taught me 
how to do an insulin injection. 
I fell in love with nursing. Six 
months later, I became a medical 
assistant. I thought that was as 

close as I would get.

How did you manage school after 
years of working?

I went to school full time and 
worked in Urgent Care from 5  
to 9, getting my 20 hours a week. 
The Ben Hudnall trust covered  
the other 20 hours. I never lost  
a paycheck. It’s not like I could 
say I didn’t have the funds— 
the funds were there.

What about the responsibilities  
at home?

I have two kids, a 16-year-old 
daughter and a son who is 13.  
I had a husband, mother and  
mother-in-law all helping me out. 
I used to be the one who cooked, 
cleaned and picked up after  
everyone. All of this helped my 
kids become more responsible.

College nursing slots are hard  
to come by. How did Chaffey  
College help?

I have taken one course or another 
since graduation from high school. 
I also took time to get married, 
have children. Chaffey pulled all 
of my transcripts from everywhere 
and offered the prerequisite classes 
I still needed.

Your wages and tuition were  
covered, but how did you manage 
all those other costs?

We owe a lot of thanks to the 
county’s Workforce Investment 
Board. They saw a need for  
educating people in the community. 
We didn’t have to worry about 

transportation, uniforms or  
supplies during our clinicals.  
All of that can really add up.

How did the cooperation of your labor 
management partners help you?

Managers and labor leads stayed 
with us every step of the way. They 
had meetings with us. They kept 
asking us how they could help.  
If there was a barrier, if a schedule 
needed changing, they would work 
together to see that it got done.  
I especially appreciate the help 
from Susan Rainey, the department 
administrator for staffing at Ontario; 
career counselor Michele DeRosa 
with the Hudnall trust; Margaret 
Winningham, a senior Human 
Resources consultant for Fontana/
Ontario; and Valerie Robinson,  
a Local 7600 representative.

What is different about your  
work now?

In the LVN training, you get  
the basics—biology, anatomy,  
psychology—but you also learn 
about nursing care plans, sterile 
processing, wound care and get 
hands-on training all while  
attending school. I can assist RNs 
in several procedures, do minor 
surgical assists, order and co-sign 
documents in KP HealthConnect®.

What is different about you?

My confidence has gone through 
the roof. I was selected to go to the 
KP Quality Conference and I was 
invited to speak in a leadership 
meeting about my experience.  
The girls on the unit tease me now, 
saying they want my autograph. 

‘ We all played a role to make this happen.  
We had an employer who cares, a government 
that cares, a community college that cares. 
This is a model for us all.’

— KATHY DUTTON, director, Employment Development and Community Education, 

 Chaffey College
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Each issue, Hank features a team that has successfully used the “plan, do, study, act” 

(PDSA) steps of the Rapid Improvement Model (RIM). Find out about other teams’  

successful practices and learn more about how to use the PDSA steps by visiting  

LMPartnership.org/ubt.

PDSA »

STEERING CLEAR 
OF OUTSOURCING 
Article by:

JENNIFER GLADWELL

——

FEATURED DEPARTMENT:
Couriers

REGION:
Colorado

VALUE COMPASS:
Most Affordable, Best Place  
to Work

Problem
The Colorado Couriers department 
was using outside contractors to 
do jobs also done by SEIU Local 
105-represented employees.

SMART goal
Reduce the cost of external 
courier services from $53,000 a 
month in June 2013 to $38,000 
a month by Aug. 31, 2013, while 
continuing to meet the business 
needs of the organization.

Metric
Cost of outside contractors

Team co-leads
Anthony Lopez, courier driver, 
SEIU Local 105; Terry Wagner, 
manager

Small tests of change
» Reconfigure and bring  

routes in-house that were  
contracted out.

» Work with internal customers 
to assess their needs.

» Hire an additional employee 
to reduce overtime and outside 
courier costs on the weekends.

» Purchase new technology  
for central dispatching that 
enables better tracking of  
pickups and deliveries.

» Equip drivers with smartphones 
so they can receive information 
in real time about pickups and 
deliveries. Central dispatch  
can monitor drivers’ locations  
using the phones’ GPS  
technology, so it is easy to  
see which driver is closest 
when a call comes in for an 
unscheduled pickup.

Results
The team exceeded its stretch 
goal and is saving an average of 
$25,577 a month, a cost reduction 
of 48.2 percent. The team has 
sustained its success for more 
than six months. By the end 
of 2013, the team’s effort had 

The Colorado Couriers UBT is set to save $375,000 this year after  
an objection prompts a close look at its use of outside contractors
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resulted in a cost savings of 
$145,165. The projected savings 
for 2014 is more than $375,000.

Background
The Colorado Couriers team 
serves 41 Kaiser Permanente 
facilities and more than 400  
non-KP locations where members 
get care. It makes about 180,000 
pickups and deliveries a year.

The SEIU Local 105 contract 
requires that Human Resources 
provide the union with specific 
information about outsourcing, 
including who is doing the work, 
the affected job classification, 
the number of hours involved and 
what facilities were impacted. 
That information wasn’t being 
provided, so Dominic Jones, a 
courier driver and Local 105 
steward, raised an objection.

“I saw we were contracting out 
regular courier service, and it 
didn’t make any sense,” Jones 
says. “I knew it was costing the 
company more money.”

As a result, the unit-based  
team took a close look at the  
department’s processes. Team 
members collaborated with 
couriers in Northern California, 
who had done similar work, and 
discovered they could hire another 
employee, improve routes, reduce 
use of outside contractors— 
and still save money.

“We had many painful  
conversations about how to 
make this work,” says Wagner, 
the management co-lead. “But 
the team’s input was invaluable. 
Each individual has been a  
contributor at some point.” 

In addition to seeking out 
new technology that provides 

real-time information, the team 
worked with the region’s labs 
to ensure pickup times met the 
lab workflow—and so its KP 
customers are happier with  
their service. 

“I am very supportive of the 
work our unit-based team has 
accomplished,” says Jones, who 
feels his concerns were addressed 
by the changes. “We are still 
outsourcing stat work that we 
can’t get to, but we are in the 
process of hiring on-call drivers, 
which will ease that burden.” 

From Point A to Point B: Terry Wagner, Mail  
Services supervisor, and Anthony Lopez, a courier 
and the team’s union co-lead (opposite page,  
left, left to right) led their UBT to a better process. 
Improving efficiency means couriers like Sara  
Quimby (opposite page, right), John Watkins 
(above) and Dina Lopez (right) are also helping 
save money and union jobs. Anthony Lopez,  
Quimby, Watkins and Dina Lopez are members  
of SEIU Local 105.

$25,577
 AVERAGE AMOUNT SAVED PER MONTH

$145,165
AMOUNT SAVED BY THE END OF 2013

+$375,000
PROJECTED SAVINGS FOR 2014

USE THE ONLINE  
STORYTELLING TOOL

Has your team used the PDSA 
steps to improve service,  
quality, affordability or the work 
environment? Use the LMP’s online 
storytelling tool to share your 
success with other teams! Visit 
LMPartnership.org/storytelling.
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Check out the answers to this issue’s puzzles and games at 
LMPartnership.org/puzzles-and-games/answers.

PUZZLES AND GAMES

MEETING ICEBREAKER: It suits you

This icebreaker is designed to help team members get to know each other better.  
It requires a deck of playing cards.

Have the group sit in a circle. Deal out the cards evenly to however many people are  
involved in the icebreaker. Have each person look at the cards dealt to him/her. Then,  
based on the cards in his or her hand, each person shares things according to this list:

♥	 Hearts = Reveal something you love about yourself
♦	 Diamonds = Tell of an achievement you are proud of or of a memorable moment
♣	 Clubs = Name a club or activity you are involved in
♠	 Spades = Comment on something you would like to accomplish in the future

This gets team members talking with one another about their skills and aspirations and  
finding common bonds.

WHO’S THAT PERSON?

In each issue of Hank, we will feature someone  
prominent from Kaiser Permanente on the front cover.

CAN YOU NAME THIS PERSON?

_________________________

_________________________

WHERE’S THE MISTAKE?

In each issue of Hank, there will be a purposeful 
mistake hidden somewhere in the pages.  
Can you find it?

TRIVIA QUESTION

Which part of the human 
body cannot repair itself?

FOR EXAMPLE:

________________

________________

YOUR ANSWER:

________________

________________

Clock is turned 

upside down.

HANK LIBS: The sky’s the limit

DIRECTIONS: Before reading on, hand this to  
a fellow employee and ask him or her to read 
aloud the description for each blank and write 
the answer you give in the space.

Have you hit a ___________ wall at work and 

___________ if there isn’t something else out 

there you could be ___________? The Labor  

Management Partnership believes that 

___________ should be empowered to 

___________ their skills and their ___________ 

and has put ___________ where it counts. 

Through the ___________ Education Fund and 

the Ben Hudnall ___________ Trust, union 

members can tap into ___________ to advance 

their careers. KP Learn is also a ___________

place to go if you want to ___________ your 

skills. Check out the ___________ of offerings 

and see what ___________ your interest.

( adjective )

( verb )

( noun )

( noun )

( verb )

( verb )

( verb )

( noun )

( proper name )

( adjective )

( adjective )

( plural noun)

( plural noun)

( verb-ing)

12

4 10

11

5

7

2

15

17 13

3

16

9 18

14 6 8

1

DOUBLE SCRAMBLE: Climb the career ladder 

DIRECTIONS: Unscramble each of the clue words, then copy the letter in the numbered cells to the 
corresponding cell in the bottom line to get the final phrase. 

CTYOGNOHEL

ADFRBALOFE

ANSWER:

AOVNTNIION

CNIESNOLGU

TOESBEOL

EDUSINR

RELEYMOTPDEN

MLEECNEEITID

OERDSRC

SLLSIK

EGNCHA

NIUNO

1 10 12 13 14 15 16 17 18W F9 112 3 4 5 6 7 8
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— DONNA FRASER, RN 
Mid-Atlantic States

Fraser worked her way up  
the career ladder with four  
promotions in 21 years. 

For more information or career counseling, visit kpcareerplanning.org.
SEIU members, please visit seiu-uhweduc.org.

Our Labor Management Partnership helps thousands of employees  
every year grow on the job. Workforce services include:

» Personal career counseling

» Tuition reimbursement, education leave and scholarship assistance

» Career paths to help you map out a plan

» And more

I GREW  
UP HERE.

“ I grew up here.  
 You can always  
 find places  
 within KP  
 that need  
 YOUR 
 expertise.”


